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The Scalar Feed 
by JozEF K. M. JANSEN, MARTIN E. J. JEUKEN and ÜEES W. LAMBRECHTSE* 

The electromagnetic field in the grooves of a corrugated conical horn antenna has been in
vestigated. The investigation starts by modifying the boundaries of tbe grooves in such a way 
that tbey coincide with the spherical coordinate system. Under the condition tbat tbe width of 
the grooves is small ooropared with the wavelengtb, the following results are obtained. The 
dominant mode in tbe grooves is a TM mode and the radlation pattern of the antenna is sym
metrical with respect to the axis of the antenna, provided the depth of the grooves is a quarter 
of a wavelength and the right excitation has been applied. Experiment& confirm the theory. 
The paper ooncludes with information concerning the design of .the senlar feed. 

KegelhorDantenne mlt Rillen 
Das elektromagnetische Feld in den Rillen einer Kegelbernantenne wird analysiert. Die Unter

suchung beginnt mit der Anpassung der Wände der Rillen an ein Kugelkoordinatensystem. Unter 
der Voraussetzung, daB die Breite der Rillen klein gegen die Wellenlänge ist, werden folgende 
Ergebnisse gefunden: Die Grundwellein den Rillen ist eine TM-Welle und die Strahlungscharak
teristik der Antenne ist symmetrisch bezogen auf die Acbse der Antenne, vorausgesetzt, daB die 
Tiefe der Rillen ein Viertel der Wellenlänge ist und die richtige Anregung angewendet wurde. 
Experimente bestätigen die Theorie. Der Beitrag schlieBt mit einer Betrachtung über den Ent
wurf von Kegelbernantennen mit Rillen. 

1. Introduetion 

The illumination of a paraboloid reflector antenna 
depends on the properties of the feed used. In order 
to obtain a high efficiency it is necessary that the 
radiation pattern of the feed is as uniform as pos
sibie and produces little spillover energy. Besides, it 
is desirabie that the radiation pattern of the feed 
is symmetrical. Finally, the feed should possess a 
well-defined phase centre. For some applications, 
for instanee for an antenna for line-of-sight com
munications it is necessary that the fecd possesses 
the above properties in a large frequency range. A 
feed having all these properties has been proposcd 
by SIMMONS and KA Y [ 11 and they called it "scalar 
feed". The scalar feedis a conical horn antenna with 
grooves, perpendicular to the wal! of thc horn. The 
flare angle of this feed can be small or large. The 
paper of SIMMONS and KAY gives only some experi
mental results without a theoretica! explanation of 
the radiation pattern of the soalar feed. Moreover 
this paper does not contain useful design informa
tion concerning the scalar feed. This is mainly caused 
by the fact that a theoretica! explanation of the 
radiation pattern of these feeds was not available at 
the moment of publication. 

The investigation of the scalar feed is greatly 
facilitated by making a distinction between scalar 
fet>ds with a small and with a large flaro angle. The 
mdiat.ion pattern of a scalar feed with smal! flare 
angle can be found by treating it as an open circular 
wan~guidt> radiat.or and, if necessary, with a qua
dmtic phase field distribution across the aperture. 
This has already been clone by JEUKEN and KIK
KERT f2). They shtdied, both theoretically and ex-

* Ir. J. K. M .. J..\Ni:"EN, cfo Depart.ment of Mt~.t.hematics, 
Dr. M. E. J. JEUKEN and Ir. C. W. LAMBRECHTSE, c/o De
partment of Electrical Engineering, Technological Uni
varsity, Eindhoven, Netherlands. 

perimentally, the raillation pattern of a conical horn 
antenna with smal! flare angle. The inner wall of the 
cone consistedof a corrugated boundary, composed 
of circumferential grooves. They found a good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretica! 
radiation pàttern for the frequency range where the 
depth of the grooves was approximately a quarter 
of a wavelength. In the paper [2] the effect of the 
corrugations has been described by means of an im
pedance boundary condition and the detailed be
haviour of the electromagnetic fieldsin the grooves 
was not considered. 

Especially the frequency-dependent behaviour of 
the electromagnetic field in the grooves has not been 
taken into account. Therefore it was not possible to 
find a theoretica! explanation of the fact that the 
antenna has a symmetrical radiation pattern in a 
frequency range where the depth of the grooves is 
approximately a quarter of a wavelength. An ex
planation of this phenomenon can he found by con
siclering a corrugated cylindrical waveguide with 
grooves perpendicular to the wall of the waveguide. 
Each groove can be considered as a short-circuited 
radial waveguide. The modes in a radial waveguide 
can be classified as TE-modes and TM-modes with 
respect to the z-axis which is perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation [3]. If the distance between 
the firis of a groove is smaller than half a wavelength 
then a TM-mode and the dominant mode can pro
pagate in the radial waveguide. Owing to the ex
citation only the TM-mode is excited [4] 

If the circular waveguide has a diameter which is 
large compared to the wavelength, then it can be 
proved that the depth of the grooves should be a 
quarter of a wavelength in order to obtain a sym
metrical power raillation pattern [4]. Using the 
above model ÜLARRICOATS and SARA [5] were able 
to calculate the power raillation pattern of an open 
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circular corrugated waveguide as a function of 
frequency. It should be noted that their results 
apply also to corrugated conical hom antennas with 
small fiare angle (6]. 

CLARRICOATS (7] formulated the boundary con
ditions which should be applied in a corrugated 
conical hom antenna with large fiare angle. He 
assumed that the grooves were perpendicular to tb~ 
axis of the antenna. However, no Wormation is 
available concerning the question whether this 
model can also be used for corrugated conical hom 
antennas with wide fiare angles and grooves perpen
dienlar to the wall of the antenna [8]. 

Summarising, we may say that there is a need of 
a better understanding of the effect of the corruga
tion, especially for antennas with wide flare angle. 
Moreover, it is desirabie to compute the radiation 
pattem of the scalar feed with large flare angle in 
order to obtain useful design information conceming 
this feed. It is the purpose of the present paper to 
provide this information. 

2. Tbe Electromagnetic Field. in .the Groove 

'l'hc Hcalar feed is a conical hom antenna with 
groove~; pcrpcndicular to the wallof the hom (Fig.1 ). 

d 
)' 

Fig. 1. The scalar feed. 

The computation of the electromagnetic field in a 
groove is a difficult task, because the boundaries of 
the groove do not coincide with a coordinate system 
in which Maxwell's equations can be easily solved. 
Therefore, we change the boundaries of the groove 
in such a way that they coincide with the spherical 
coordinate syMtem. For a groove not to close to the 
apex of the cone this is a good approximation. 

One such groove is sketched in Fig. 2. 

2.1. The characteristic equation of the TM-mode 

In this section we shall study the conditions under 
which a TM-mode can propagate in a groove. 

The TM-mode in the groove can be derived from 
the potential Ar(r, (J, rp) [9] by means of the follow-

Fig. 2. Spherical groove and spherical coordinate system. 

ing expressions 

Er= . 
1 

· (-
02 

+k2)Ar, 
J weo àr2 

1 1 (l2Ar 

Hr=O, (1) 

1 ilAr 
Eo= fwe-;;- 7 -a--r ae · Ho= - - - · . ·-··-· ·-

rsin 0 àcp ' 

1 1 il2Ar 
E'P= - -·-- --- 

j w eo r sin 0 àr àcp ' 
1 ilAr 

HqJ=- -- --. 
r ae 

The function Ar(r, 0, cp) has the form 

Ar(r, 0, cp) = kr[anjn(kr) + b11 y 11 (kr)] X 

X [Cnm~(cosO) + dnmQ:'(cosO)] X (2) 

X (ent Cosmep + fmsinrncp). 

In this expression the symbols used have the follow
ing meaning 

jn(kr), Yn(kr) 

p~· (cos 0), Q~ (cos 0) 

are the spherical Bessel 
function and the spherical 
Neumann function, re
spectively. 
are the associated Legendre 
functions of the first kind 
and the second kind, re
spectively. 

an, b 11 , Cnm, dnm, em, f m are constants which are 
determined by the bound
ary conditions and the 
strength of the electro
magnetic field at the open
ing of the groove () = Oo. 

The value of m depends on the way in which the 
electromagnetic field in the groove is excited. In 
most practical cases we have m = 1. 

Application of the boundary condition E'P = 0 
for the boundaries I and III gives rise to the next 
equation (3) 

l

jn(kr!) +krd~ (kr1) Yn(krl) + kr1y~ (kr1) J _ 
-0. 

jn(krz) +krzj~ (kr2) y 11 (krz) +krzy~ (krz) 

A special solution exists if kb = 7t; then n = 0. If 
there is a solution of eq. (3), then Ar(r, 0; rp) has 
the form (4) 
Ar(r, (), cp) = kr{[yn (kr1) + k r1 y~ (k r1)] j 11 (kr) -
' - [jn(kr1) + krd~(kr1)] Yn(kr)} X 
x [Q:'(cos 02) ~(cos 0)- ~(cos Oz)Q~(cos 0)] x 
X (em cosm cp + fm sin m cp). 
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In the derivation of eq. ( 4) u se bas been made of the 
boundary conditions Erp = 0 for fJ = fJ 2 andEr= 0 
for fJ = 02. 

We see that eq. (4) represents two independent 
solutions; one with /m = 0 and the other with 
em = 0. Next, we assume that the width of the 
groove is small compared with the wavelength, so 
kb ~ 1. We apply the recurrence formulas [10] 

' n /.,(x)= - fn(x) -fn+dx), 
x 

/~(x)= fn:....l(x)- n + 1 
/n(x) . x 

(5) 

where / n (x) stands for j n (x), y n (x), respectively. 
Nextwe define kr1 =x, kb= h, and kr2 = x+h. 

Using the expansions 

h(x + h) = in(x) + hj~(x) + O(h2), 
Yn(X + h) = Yn(x) + hy~ (x)+ O(h2) 

in eq. (3) we obtain the equation 

(-hx) [n(n+1)_x]!~n+l(x) 
X Jn(X) 

h 
=- 2 [n(n + 1)- x2] = 0. 

x 

Yn+dx)l = 
Yn(x) 

(6) 

So the salution of eq. (3) for small values of kb is 
given by 

n(n + 1) = (kr1)2 (7) 

or 
1 [ 1 Jl/2 n = - 2 ± 4 + (k r 1)2 • (8) 

In the following considerations we shall omit the 
minus sign because it represents the same solution 
as the plus sign. From eq. (8) we now see that 

nR:~kr1 if kr1~1 and kb~1. (9) 

This result will be used in the following section. In 
conclusion, we see that a TM-mode can exist in the 
groove even if its width is small compared with the 
wavelength. 

40 
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Fig. 3. n versus kr1 with kb as parameter. 
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A numerical analysis of eq. (3), based on the 
metbod described in [11] gives n as a function of 
kr1, for several values of kb. The results are col
lected in Fig. 3. Note that n is approximately a 
linear function of kr1 , which is in agreement with 
eq. (9). 

A similar investigation can be carried out with 
the aim to find the conditions under which a TE
mode can propagate in a groove. The details of this 
investigation are given in [11). The main conclusion 
is that a TE-mode cannot propagate in a groove, if 
the width of the groove is smaller than half a 
wavelength. 

2.2. The componentsof the electromagnetic field of the 
TM-mode 

From the preceding considerations we know that 
only a TM-mode can exist in the groove, provided 
the width of the groove is smaller than half a wave
length. So it is now interesting to investigate the 
components of the electromagnetic field of this 
mode in more detail. 

In section 4 of the paper we shall prove that the 
boundary conditions Erp = 0 and ZoH 'P = 0 give 
rise to a symmetrical radiation pattern. Therefore, 
we shall first investigate the conditions under which 
ZoHrp = 0. From the general expression of A,, 
eq. (4), we see that Z0 H 'P = 0, if we can find a value 
of Oo which satisfies the equation (10) 

P~' (cos Oo) Q~ (cos Oz) - ~ (cos Oz) Q~' (cos Oo) = 0 

where the prime means differentiating with respect 
to the argument. Useful insight into the behaviour 
of the groove can be obtained if for the moment we 
restriet our considerations to the case that kb ~ 1 
and kr1 ~ 1. Then we know from eq. (9) that n ~ 1. 

So an asymptotic expansion of ~(cos fJ) and 
~(cos fJ) can be substituted in eq. (10). These ex
pansions are [12] 

". F(m+n+1)(7t. )-112 P (cosO) = --- --- - - - smO x 
" F(n + 3/2) 2 

( 11) 

Q"'(cos(J) = Fj_~ _+ ~ + !1_ (- 1t- )112 
x (1~) 

n F(n + 3/2) 2sin 8 

X cos [ ( n + ! ) () + : + ~7t ] + 0 (~) . 
Substitution of eqs. (11) and (12) in eq. (10) and 
using the relation [13] (13) 

L"''( )--muL"'() 1 m+l 
n u - 1 - u2 n u - (1 - u2)1/2 L,. (u) 

where L~(u) stands for :p;:'(u) or ~(u), we finè 
after several algebraical manipulations 

tan(n+ !)(82-0o)=tan(n+!)fJ1 = (l4 
= (n + 2) tan Oo . 
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The solution of this equation is 

arctan [(n + 2) tan Oo] + lrc e1 = ---·------ ------1 - ----; (15) 

n+T 
l == 0, 1, 2, ... 

and for large values of n and 00 the approximation 

e ...:. rr(2 l + l) · l'd W k h k 
1 = - Tn----- 1s va 1 . . e now t at n <":::~ r1 , so 

fh = ~(~ + l) (16) 
2krt 

r, 

Th<: dt·ptlt of t.lw groovt' s (Fig. 4) is now given l1y 

rr(2l + 1) À 
s=r1 0t= 

2
k = 

4 
(2l+ t) (17) 

and the important conclusion can be drawn that thc 
d(lpth of the gmove should bc t.l1e sanw for all 
grooves that are far enough from the apex of tho 
cone. 

0.4(1 ---- - ,---
9o=75' 

0.35 . . 

i 0.30 
~ 60' 

0.25 

30' 

·15'/ I 
0.20 0 - ---t--- i~ 15 

n-

Fig. 5. sjÄ versus n with fl.are nngle Oo as parameter. 

In the proof of eq. (17) we have assumed that thc 
· flare angle 00 is large cnough. So there is need for an 
exact computation of the depth of the groove under 
the condition tb at Z0 H lp = 0 at the opening of the 
groovc. Such a computation can be carried out 
stn.rting from t.hc Runge-Kut.t.a method and is de
st·riht•d in t:Hlllltl dd!l.il in [ .11]. Thc results are given 
in l•'ig. r. and wP mn.y dmw t.hc following conclusions: 

i) for grooves for which n > 15, the depth of the 
grooves can be found using eq. (17); 

ii) for grooves for which 5 < n < 15, the depth of 
the grooves is virtually independent of 00 if 
Oo > 30° ; 

iii) for grooves characterized by a low value of n 
and a low value of Oo we see that the depth of 
the grooves is a function of both n and 00 . 

So it is always possible to design the grooves in 
such a way that ZoH lp= 0 at the opening of the 
grooves. Let us now study the electric field at the 
opening of the grooves. First we note that E 0 = 0 
if ZoHlp = 0. For the case of kb~ 1 some useful 
results can be derived from the general expressions 
(1) and (4). Aftera large amount of algebra ,\·e find 

dAr (r - r1)2 
d(kr) = (krr)2 [n(n + 1)- (kr1)2]. (18) 

Using cqs. (1) and (6) we see that Elp is zero in the 
groove. In t.he proof of eq. (18) use has been made 
.of the same 'l'aylor expa.nsion, which has also been 
u~ed in t.he rlerivation of eq . (6). Tlüs expan~ion i;; 
nol. vèllid f,>r low Vèlltles of l.ï·1 . ,'-),) , for gm•lvn; in 

''''· :· il·ilill _'i •ti' ll,t. <Jj•l) > ",. ~ttt: '"lllr' /l!,r lnJtllll l l;r 
llf•gl~·t·l~·d. 

I lowt·vt·r, Pxl.t·nRive t:~tlt:ulnJionR, which nrc not 
· int:lwkd, show that EIJ!/Er < [() · 3 for kr < 10 and 
kb~ 1. 

2.3. 1'/te boundary condit·ions at the walt of the cor
rugated h orn 

The clcet.romagnet.ic field at the opening of a 
narrow groove comüsts of t.he dominant TM-mode 
and ev~tncscerit modes. Experience tea.ches us t.hat 
ealculations concerning corrugakd boundaries givc 
uscful result.s if t.he evanesccnt. modes are ncglect<.'d 
['141. Suppose that t.here tU'(' man,v groovl'S per 
wavt•length. TllC'n we mn.y forrnulat.e t.lw bourl(lttry 
t:ondit.iomutt 0 c= On in knus of t.wo imp<·dant'('S htp 
li.nd Zr, ddlncd by t.lw reiltt.ions 

l!Jlp ,= Zrpllr, Er = ZrHtp. (l!l) 

We know that Elp is zero at the opening of thc 
grooves ancl at. t.he dams, while currents in the 
q•-dircction are possible. Hence H r * 0 and Zlp = 0. 
J f we assume that the width of thc damsis negligible, . 
then wc mny writ.c 

Zr = /IJr = - . 1 n(n + ~Ar(0.4r)-l (20) 
H"' J w fO r 08 

with Ar given in eq. (4). U~ing k2r2 ,.;., n(n + 1) 
we find 

k 2r 
Zr= · X 

j w eo (21) 

QA (cos 82) P~ (cos Oo) - P~ (cos 02)QA (cos Oo) 
x sill8o[Q~ (cos 82)P~'(cos8o)-P~ (cos 82)Q~'(cos0o)J · 
Substitution of the expressions (11) and (12) in 
eq. (21) gives Zr <":::~- j Zo tanks. (22) 

For the special case where the depth of thc groove 
is a quarter of a wavelength we find Zr = oo. 
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3. The Electromagnetic Field in the Corrugated 
Conical Horn 

Up till now we have studied the boundary condi
tions which should be applied at the boundary 
()' = Oo for the calculation of the electromagnetic 
field in the region bounded by 01 < Oo. Next We 
shall investigate which modes can exist in the cor
rugated hom. We observe that the boundary condi
tions can be satisfied with <p-independent TM-modes 
and TE-modes. However, these modes give rise to 
a dip in the radiation pattem in the forward direc
tion and are not often used for antenna applications. 
In genera!, the electromagnetic field in the region 
()

1 < Oo is a spherical hybrid mode. This mode can 
he understood as the sum of a TE-mode and a 
TM-mode. The componentsof this hybrid mode can 
be found from the potentials [9] 

Ar(r1
, 01

, <p1
) = A1 P~(cos 01

) cos <p 1 H~2>(kr1 ), 
Fr (r 1

, 01
, <p 1

) = A2 P~ (cos 01
) sin <p1 JÎ~> (kr 1

) 

(23) 

and summing the TE-part and TM-part. In eqs. (23) 

H~2> (kr 1
) represents the spherical Hankel function 

of the second kind. It should he noted that primed 
coordinates are used for the description of the 
electromagnetic field in the horn. For the electro
magnetic field in the grooves we have used un
primed coordinates. Finally, the coordinates of a 
point outside the hom antenna will be unprimed 
again. For the components of the spherical hybrid 
mode we now find 

E k
. 1 v(v + 1) pl {ll 1 

r' = ex ( r ) . k 1 v (cos v ) cos <p , 
J r 

(24) 

E 
I [ dP~(cos01 ) 1 

tJ' = cx(kr) --dO;-- Çy(kr)-

ö P~(cosW)] 1 

- sin (;ll . COS<p ' 

(25) 

l P
1 (cos 01

) 

Erp• = cx(kr1
) - -"--:-- - --- - ~v(kr1 ) + 

sm01 

+ ö -~~Hc_o_s _()_}] sin <p1 

d()' ' 

(26) 

v(v+l) . 
ZoHr·=cx(kr')ö 'k I P~(cosO')sm<p 1 , (27) 

J r 

ZoH8· = (28) 

= cx(kr')[o.?-!J~~-0sOJ_ ~y(kr1 )- P!(~~~~J] sin<p' 
dO' sin ()' · ' 

Zo H rp' = (29) 

k , ldP!(cosO') ~ k, P!(cosO')] , 
=ex( r) - -ae-- + u~v( r) - -sin(;l ____ cos<p 

wit.h the ahbreviations 
~(") 

cx(krl) = 4_1~oH,.- (kr') 
r' . ' 

(30) 

In the expres~!ions (24) to (29) the unknown quanti
ties are Ö and Y. Using the asymptotic expansion of 
H~2> (kr') we see that lim ~v (kr') = - 1. For a 

kr'---+oo 
point not too close to the apex of the cone we 
assume that ~v(kr1 ) :::::J -1. 

The boundary condition Zrp = 0 gives the relation 

P~(cosO) + ö_?.-~-~~~U - o (31) 
sin 0 dO I 8 = 8

0
- • 

The boundary condition Er· = ZrH rp' gives rise to 
the equation for y 

- V ( v_+ 1) z~ pl (cos 0) ~P!_(~os_ 0) -
j kr' Zr v dO 

_ [~P!~~~12 + [ P!(~o~~] 2! = O. 
. dO smO 18=8o (32) 

This equation contains the variabie r1 which implies 
that vis a fundion of r'. However, this is not pos
sibie because in eq. (23) the assumption has been 
made that the metbod of separation of variables can 
he applied. Hence eq. (32) can he solved only if we 
assume that Zr = oo. This assumption implies that 
the depth of the grooves is a quarter of a wa velength. 
It should he emphasised that up till now no solu
tions ofMaxwell's equations fora corrugated conical 
hom with a boundary condition given by eqs. (19) 
and (21) bas been found. For the special case 
Zr .= oo we find A 2 = ± Zo A 1 • So two classes of 
modes can propagated in the corrugated conical 
hom. The modes for which A 2 = Z0 A 1 are called 

. HEW-modes, while the other modes are HE\'f!
modes. 

Finally we find for the characteristic equation 

dP!(cosO')__ ± -~!(cosO') I = 0 d() 1 sin 0' 8 = 8o • (
33

) 

go· 

Fig. 6. v versus fiare angle Oo for eeveral modes. 
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We have solved eq. (33) for the lowest value 11. The 
results are plotted in Fig. 6. For purposes of com
pari~;on we have also plotted the value of 11 of the 
TE1~-mode and the TM1v-mode in a perfectly con
ducting conical horn. The function ~v(kr') has also 
been computed for finite values of kr' and for those 
val u es of 11 which occur for the H EW -mode in a 
very large horn and with fiare angles 00 = 15°, 30°, 
45°, 60°, and 75°. The results are plotteel in Fig. 7 
and show that the approximation ~~(kr') ~ -1 is 
valideven for rather low values of kr'. 

Let us now calculate the transverse electric and 
magnetic field components of the HEW-mode. 
Substitution of A1Zo=A2 in eqs. (25), (26), (28), 

1.0 a 
I 

10.5 

b \ 

~c~ ~ 
a\ 

\ 
\ 
I 
I . 

~-0.5 
<X 

! 
f-----;--

I b I \ I \ \ 
c \ \ \ 

' d \\ ', e~0 ..... _ ,..... ___ 
'-'":.; "=----:..:::: ---

10 20 30 40 50 
kr'---.. 

Fig. 7. Re[~v(kr')] a.nd Im[~.(kr')] versus kr' with v a.s pa.
ra.meter; 
a.) 00 = 15° ; v = 8.74, 
b) Oo = 30°; v = 4.19, 
c) 00 = 45°; v = 2.71, 
d) Oo = 60°; v = 2.00, 
e) Oo = 75°; v = 1.59. 

and (29) gives 

Eo· = g~~l(r', {;)') costp', ElP·=- g~~l(r', 0') sin tp', 

Zo Ho·=- ElP·, ZoHrp• = Eo· (34) 

with g\~l(r', 0') =- cx:(kr') ~~~l(O'), 

j<ll (O') = - ~P! (cos 01 + P;(c_<>s ~:l. 
1• dO' sin{;)' 

Camparing eq. (33) with eq. (34) we see that all the 
transverse electric and magnetic components are 
zero for 0' = Oo. 

For the sake of completeness we also give the 
transverse electric and magnetic field components 
of the HEi2"l-mode: 

Eo· = g~~) (r', {;)')cos tp', ElP'= g~;> (r', 0') sin <p', 
Zo Ho·=- ElP', ZoHIP· = Eo· (35) 

with gW(r', 0') =- cx;(kr') fi';>(O'), 

/
<2> (O') = dPt (cos 0') _ Pf (cos_~_} 
lv dO' sin 0' . 

4. The Radiation Pattern of the Corrugated 
Conical Horn Antenna 

4.1. Gomputation of the radiation pattern 
The electromagnetic field of a radiating conical 

horn antenna can he found from the following 
representation theorem [15]: 

E(r) = curlp ( [t~-' x E(r')]G(r.r')dS+ (36) 
SA 

+ --;-1- curlp curlp f [t~-' x l.l (r')] G (r, r') dS, 
) w eo sA 

IJ (r) = curlp _( [t~-' x IJ (r')] G (r, r') d$- (37) 
SA 

- -,-
1
- -curlpcurlp J [!!-' x E(r')]G(r,r')dS 

J w p.o sA 
1 e -lkl_!:-_(1 

with G(r.r')= ------ . 
- - 4 7t Ir- r'l --

In these expressions we have assumed that the out
side of the horn antenna is perfectly conducting and 
no currents flow on the outside of the antenna. The 
aperture SA is part of a sphere with radius r' (Fig. 8). 

The far field approximation gives 

jkr 'kJ E 8 (r, 0, <p) =e-r-~~- [(ElP' cosO' - ZoH6 • cosO) sin(<p- rp') + (Eo· +ZoHIP·cosO' cosO)cos(<p- <p') + 
SA 

+ Zo H lP' sin 0 sin 0'] exp {j k r' [cos 0 cos 0' + sin 0 sin 0' cos ( cp - <p')]} (r')2 sin 0' dO' d<p' , (38) 

c-Jkr jk J 
EIP(r,O,cp)= - -· ···· [-(E6·cosO+ZoHIP·cos0')sin(<p-<p')+(-ZoHo·+ 

r 47t 
SA 

+ Eq;• cosO' cosO) cos(<p- <p') + ElP· sin 0 sinO'] exp{j kr'[cosO cosO' + (39) 

+sine sin 0' cos(<p- rp')]} (r')2 sin 0 dO' d<p'. 

Substituting eq. (34) in eqs. (38) and (39) and usings the relation 
00 

exp[j kr' sin 0 sinO' cos(<p- <p')] = J 0 (kr'sin 0 sinO') + L 2jnJn(kr' sin 0 sinO') cosn(<p- tp') (40) 
n = l 

we obtain 
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j k e-Jkr H~2>(kr1 ) 
1 1 Eo= --4 -r--AtZo ··· r1 · · (r)Zcosq;F(fJ,()0 ,kr), (41) 

(42) 
with 

fJo 

F ((), fJo, kr 1
) = J {(cos() + cos () 1

) [Jo (kr 1 sin() sin () 1
) + J 2 (k T1 sin() sin fJ 1

)] + (1 + cos() cos () 1
) x 

0 

X [Jo(k T1 sin() sin fJ 1
) - J 2 (kr 1 sin() sin () 1

)] + 2 j sin() sin () 1 J t(kr1 sin() sin () 1
)} x (43) 

X !W (()') exp (j k T1 cos() cos 01
) sin 01 d()l • 

z 

x 

Fig. 8. Conica.l horn antenna with coordinate system. 

From the eqs. (41) and (42) we derive that 
1Eoi2 + IEq:>lz is independent of cp. It should he 
noted that the same result has already been found 
in [2] for the case that the fiare angle was small. 
So the radiation pattern of a corrugated conical horn 
antenna is symmetrical, provided the depth of the 
grooves is a quarter of a wavelength, because in 
that case Zr = oo, 

Substitution of eq. (35) in eqs. (38) and (39) shows 
that the HE~Z">-mode bas also a symmetrical radi
ation pattern, but with a dip for () = 0. This type 
of radiation pattern is not stuclied in this paper. 
From eqs. (41) and (42) we derive that (44) 

i_Eo(O, fJokr
1

) I= I Eq:>~_._!!~~:JI= 1!(0, ()~~.:~>_ 1 
IEo(O,Ookr1

) I 1 Eq:>(O,fJo,kr1
) F(O,Oo,kr1 )1" 

The function 2010 log 

1 

_l!J~·-~_o!_k:J 
1

, 

F(O, Oo, kr1
) 

has been calculated for several values of ()0 and kr1
• 

From these calculations the beamwidth bas been 
derived as a function of kr1 for (}0 = 15°, 30°, 45°, 
60°, and 75°. The results are collected in [11]. Some 
results are plotted Îl'i qs. 9 and 10. It should be 
noted that these results are found under the as
sumption that the function ~v(kr1 ) = -1 and 
under the assumption that E'P' = 0 and ZoH 'P' = 0 
at the boundary ()I = eo. 
4.2. Experimental investigation of the corrugated 

conical hom antenna 

4.2.1. J./4-grooves 
A comparison of the thcory of Section 4.1 wîth 

experimental results is possible, provided the depth 
of the grooves is a quarter of a wavelength, because 

90'',-----..--- - ..----.-----,-----, 
I 

-l~l -20 .. , 

-30 : 

-40 9., 8-

"" 1 
& 30'!-,l......._:::-l-"""~~==j=~Jl..::1 

o·:----::----:':-----:':----":----:. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

kr'-

Fig. 9. Beamwidth versus kr' for 8o = 30°; dots indica.te 
experimental results obtained with several antennas 
at a frequency of 14 GHz. 
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Fig. 10. Beamwidth versus kr for 80 = 60°; dots indica.te 
experimental results obtained with several an
tennas at a frequency of 14 GHz. 

only in that case the boundary condition Z 0 H 11• = 0 
is satisfied. For that purpose several antennas have 
been constructed in such a way that a wide variation 
in both the flare angle Oo and the length T

1 of the 
antennas was obtained. All the grooves were of the 
same depthand this was a quarter of a wavelength 
at the frequency 14 GHz [11]. 
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· The radiation pattem of these antennas has been 
"'D.easured for 14 GHz and some results are plotted 
in Figs. 9 and 10. The conclusion is that the ex
perimental results are in good agreement with the 

"theoretica! predictions. 
It is very interesting to invest.igate the effect of 

thc length r' of the anten na on tho raillation pat tem. 
Fm· this purpose the radiation patterne of two an
tennas with the same flare angle but different lengtbs 
have been given in Fig. 11. To hold the picture clear 
we have not plotted the theoretica! pattems in 
'Fig. 11, but the agreement is good, especially for 
the large antenna. We see that a large antenna bas 
a flat radiation pattem and is very suitable as a 
feed in a paraholoid reflector antenna. It seems that 
the greatest length that can he used is not deter
mined hy electrical requirements but merely by 
mechanica! ones, such as weight and space. 

For the application of corrugated conical hom 
antennas it is mostly necessary that they can be 
used also for other frequencies than for which the 
grooves haveadepthof a quarter of a wavelength. 
This question is discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

fJ-

Fig. 11. Expel'imental radiation pattern of a large antenna 
and a short antenna with the same flare angle; 
frequency 14 GHz; a) antenna with Oo = 60°, 
r' = 2.80cm, b) antennawithOo = 60°,r' = 13.64cm. 

4.2.2. The bandwidth of the corrugated 
conical horn antenna 

The bandwidths of the antennas, discussed in 
Section 4.2.1, have been studled by measuring the 
radiation pattem of each of them as a function of 
the frequency. The diameter of the circular wave
guide, which is coupled to the cone, was so chosen 
that the cut-off frequency of the dominant TEn
mode was approximately 10 GHz. The diameter of 
the waveguide is 18 mm. Tbe depthof the grooves 
was a quart€'r of a wavelengt.h at 14 GHz. 

For conveniently constructing the antennas the 
depth of all the grooves was ohosen equal and the 

houndaries of the grooves as straight lines. The 
purpose of the measurements which have been 
carried out can he formulated as follows: 

i) to study surface wave pbenomena, if any; 
ii) to prove that a symmetrical radiation pattem 

is obtained if the depth of the grooves is a 
quarter of a wavelength. These measurements 
have already been discussed in the previous 
section; 

üi) to investigate the deviation between the ex
perimental and the theoretica! results of Fig. 9 
and 10, which are hased on the assumption that 
ZoH rp' and Erp· are zero, independent of the 
frequency. 

Two typical results of these measurements are 
plottod in Fig. 12 and 13. The solid line indicates 
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Fig. 12. Beamwidth versusfrequency ;antenna with 8o = 30° 
and r' = 9.00 cm; 

calculated, E-plane and H-plane, 
0 experiment, E-plane. 
X experiment, H-plane. 
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and r' = 13.64 cm; 
- calculated, E-plane and H-plane, 
o experiment, E-plane, 
x experiment, H-plane. 
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the theoretica! beamwidth, basedon the assumption 
that Zo H .". and E."· are zero. The main conclusion 
i1:1 that the scalar feed is indeed a broadband feed. 
On clo~:~er examination we observe that for frequen
cies for which the depth of the grooves is smaller 
than a quarter of a wavelength, a sudden change 
occur1:1 in the shape of the radiation pattem. 

Probably this is caused by a surface wave, as 
discussed by KAY [16], and it is clear that for the 
moment this phenomenon determines the lower 
limit of the frequency band for which the scalar 
feed can be used. For frequencies between 14 GHz 
and 20 GHz we observe a good agreement between 
t.he experimental results and the theoretica! ones 
represented by the solid line. Apparently we may 
conclude that the boundary conditions ZoH .". = 0 
and E"'· = 0 are valid in a rather large frequency 
range. This fact gives us the opportunity to use 
Figs. 9 and 10 as design charts. 

We have also investigated the V.S.W.R. of the 
antennas as a function ofthe frequency. One typical 
example is given in Fig. 14. Unfortunately, there is 
a large mismatch at the frequency for which the 
depth of the grooves is a quarter of a wavelength. 
However, we have also seen that for frequencies 
higher than the one mentioned above good radiation 
pattems are obtained. So it is recommendable to 
choose the depth of the grooves a little larger than 
a quarter of a wavelength for the lowest frequency 
for which the antenna will be used. In that case, a 
good matching and a good pattem are obtained in 
a rather large frequency band. 
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16 
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Fig. 14. 1\Ieasured reflected power versus frequency; 
antenna with Oo = 45° and r' = 3.71 cm. 

ó. Conclusions 

The electromagnetic field in the conical corru
gated horn antenna and its radiation pattem have 
been studied theoretically. The main conclusion of 
this investigation is that the conical corrugated 
horn antenna bas a symmetrical radiation pattern, 
provided the depth of the grooves is a quarter of a 
wavelength. The theory of the scalar feed has been 
formulated for this case. An experimental investi
gation shows that there is a good agreement between 
the ex perimental results and the theoretica! calcula
tions if the depth of the grooves is a quarter of a 
wavelt'ngth. Many measurements have been carried 
out at. Ü'<'fllH'lWÏl'l:l of .14 OH:t. t.o 20 Glb:. From t.lwso 

measurements we can draw the following conclu
sions. For large antennas with a flare angle Oo 
smaller than 75° there is a good agreement between 
experimental results and calculatîons based on the 
assumption that E"'' and Z0 H"'· are zero at the 
boundary ()' = ()0 , even at frequencies for which 
the depth of the grooves is not equal to a quarter 
of a wavelength. In case the flare angle ·is smaller 
than 75° and the antennas are short, again resonable 
agreement between theory and experiment has been 
found. The maasurement of the V.S.W.R. shows 
that one should choose the depth of the grooves a 
little larger than a quarter of a wavelength for the 
lowest frequency for which the antenna will be used. 
The highest frequency which can be used is deter
mined by the fact that the excitation of higher 
modes has to be prevented. An impravement of the 
bandwidth of the waveguide coupled to the cone 
will probably result in impravement of the band
width of the antenna. 
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